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bstract 

scientific theories froHl 

research activity of science W"CH.!"'" of scientific theories. 

1{ eY1.l'ords." scientific theories. meaning, knowledge. 

Philosophers v;ho have drawn sociological aspects into philosophy of science 
and epistemology insist that scientific research is integrated into the social 
structure which bears not on Iv on the scientific activitv. but also on the 
outcome of that activity, nameh on scientific knowledge> 

According to this view. \ve should say that theories provide us with 
knO'wledge in a social context and they play their cognitive roles in a social 
context. This brings us to an externalist viewpoint. Scientific research is 
embedded in a bro<tdcr social and cultural framework. Other social activ
ities and cultural products initiate, support and interact with a particular 
scientific research project. A particular scientific theory emerges as a result 
of this research. KUHN (and others) argued convincingly that the cognitive 
value, the knowledge claims of a theory so developed should be assessed in 
the light of all these interactions. But his conception of theories still remains 
internal in a sense. He wants to understand scientific theories, and hence, 
the meaning of scientific theories from an internal analysis of a particular 
scientific research community and their activity. He persists in seeing the
ories as means to the cognitive ends of that community, adding only that 
a theory must have an extra sociological role to organize the particular re
search community and activity.2 What a theory means is thought by the 
Weltanschauung approach (as well as by the formalists), to be given inde
pendent of hm'J the rest of the world is and in what other social or cultural 
contexts the theory is used outside the particular research group developing 
that theory. Everything that is necessary to understand the theory, and not 

lSee MANNHEIM [1925]' KUHK [1970], BLOOR [1976]' BARKES and BLOOR [1982J. 
2Needless to say that formalists are also internalists, but usually in a far stronger sense 

of the word. 
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involved in the presentation is carried by the scientinc community's world 
vie\v (the research community's metaphysical assumptions, epistemological 
values, methodological prescriptions, etc.). The assumption is that it is 
enough to observe the research group working on a particular neld the 
group on its own. It is enough to study what they do and believe in order 
to understand their theories and in order to see how their theories (He inter
preted. Theories and their interpretation are seen only u'ithin che discourse 
of a delimited (though undetermined) group of scientists. This (lssumption 
should be reconsidered if externalism is taken seriously. For, clearly, sci
ence is not a self-contained and self-sustaining cultural enterprise. Theories 
appear in various social and cultural contexts. 

KUH:; has strong implicit assumptions also concerning the research 
community in normal science. He assumes the identity of the metaphysi
cal assumptions, the homogeneity of the methods and values of the research 
community. KUH also supposes that this community uses the paradigmatic 

exactly in the same sense, and the meaning of this theory derives only 
frorn this unanirnous use. In oth2r he aSSUlnes an h01TIoge-
neous group as to the \yorld ~\:iev.· of the meInbers of this group as to 
he use a particular aie clearly unwnable idealizahons. 

is easy to find quanturl1 a diversity of ITletaphysical aSSUI11p-

,ions. Some of them are form others adopt a sort of Coppenilagian 
view and others entertain some sort of VVignerian thoughts. 3 Even if we 
1xere lucky to select an ideal homogeneous group of the 'top ten' theoretical 

in the sa!ne restricted \\'e should bear in mind that 

has its o\vn peculiar 

aims al updating physicists v;orking in the given 
second kind of interpretation most 
applications of the theory. Readers are \yith the subject need 
only a systematic survey of the latest results. h\"o kinds of presentatiOIls 
are clearly different kinds of interpretation of the same theory. 

Many different and highly inhomogeneous social groups use a theory, 

31 venture that the diversity of metaphysical backgrounds is not a 20th century phe
nomenon. Imagine 18th century physicists, one infected with Newton's metaphysics, an
other educated in Leibniz's metaphysics. etc. 
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influence its development and contribute to it. We are entitled to expect 
that interpretations of theories bear the marks of the impacts coming from 
different components of the social and cultural sphere, and also that a par
ticular interpreted theory itself may exert impact on other components of 
the social emd cultural sphere. Theories are used by various social groups in 
various cultural contexts. Such a variety of uses brings theories into various 
cOI1!lections \yith other theories and with various social activities. These 
social activities have different cognitive aims, methods, they are governed 

different cognitive yalues. and they variously apply a theory. On a fuily
fledged externalist view, not only research activity, but also theories should 
be seen as socially and culturally embedded. Even if Vie focus only on the 
cognitive functions of scientific theories, theories can only be analyzed, 
think, in terms of the \vhole social context of their use and of their 
TU 

isola 
consequences to the norrnati'\ie as

pects of meaning. In so far ciS there is something to be caned use - in 
principle it can serve as Cl for correctness~ even if this use is 

and counts as cl 1111suse in the vie\\,:' the majority of users. 
so many social groups to use a theory in so many different ways 

we cannot refer to some idealized, more or less monolithic, singie 
710rmai USE of terms (wd theories vihen -A'e are to decide about the correct
[,eSS of a use. We should consider sllccessful, accepted uses of 
terms and theories as mea.sures of correctness and as a point of the 
enquiry into meaning and interpretation. 

To see the social and cultural contexluality of a theory, \1;e should turn 
its t presentations as \ve come across them in commuEication. 

\Ve can find different interpretations of a theory among the presentations 
in vihich the theory is put in different contexts. A rough and list of 

uses of a will thrmv some light on the 
tions that should be dealt with. (What follows is not a logical classification 
In any sense: it is not meant to be disjunctive, not even exhaustive.) 

·1 i consider. m this thesis, only the cognitive aspects that a theory is intended to 
play in a givcn social context. The cognitive role refers to what can be learnt from 
a publication of the theory under scrutiny. Though this epistemological aspcct heavily 
depends on other theories (e.g .. on our epistemology, conception of theories, etc.) and thus 
varies accordingly. This aspect is usually considered to be the primary one in regards to 
the scientific activity. This stance is admittedly still rather parochial because scientific 
research has obviously many other functions in our society. By treating science as a 
knowledge supplying institution I confine the scope of the present paper to those functions 
of scientific theories that are connected with knowledge. If one feels uneasy because of 
this restriction, slhe may expand the scope of inquiry by asking what other (economic. 
political. persuasive. rhetorical. ete.) functions a theory can have. From this perspective, 
the analysis of interpretation should also deal with the style. persuasive power. etc. of 
theories. 
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( a) Formal elements of a theory5 can be found in publications that 
merely present that formal structure and analyze it from a mathematical 
point of view. On these occasions these formal elements of the theory are 
given hardly any interpretation except that the mathematical structure pre
sented is meant to define the mathematical models of such and such a phys
ical theory, and the like. 

Such publications emerge mainly in the area of mathematical physics 
cultivated by both mathematicians and physicists or in formal reconstruc
tions of philosophers. 

(b) Interpretations of a theory are used in an instrumentalist sense 
to classify, predict. and control certain data and to provide explanation for 
them. theory interpreted in this sense is often put into experimental con-
texts. 

Outside experimental physics, and outside theoretical physics develop
ing phenomenological theories, these sorts of interpretations are typical of 
the publications of material sciences, engineering sciences, etc., and in many 
other ~ applied ~ contexts. 

interpretations should be looked for in experimental reports and 
textbooks of experimental physics, textbooks presenting phenomenological 
theories of physics <LIld the publications of applied sciences. 

(c) Other physical interprelacions go far beyond the data: beyond the 
observational or phenomenological level. Some theories are as part of a 
conceptual system and interpreted to describe the physical world, to provide 
theoretIcal' picl mes' of the world, to rationalize it. Theories so interpreted 
are (parts of) world views as taken the \Veltanschauung conception, they 
serve as theoretical foundations for our understanding of -\\'Orld and for 
the rest of the theories. 

Interpretations of sorts 
on the basis of the theoretical description of 

falling in the last two, (b) and (c) clusters, 
f ')' I . . d' '1 r h h ' '1 t' . \,ci ~"\ t~1eory interprete 1n eItner or tl e aLOYf: -\,vays is a contrlDU ,Ion to 

the system of methodologies, ,,'alues and ' An interpreted 
is used to shov; the v;ays of its own and applications. It is 
also used to lay down meiatheoretical pT'inciples and values, theoretical and 
experimental methodology, to develop skills, tacit 'how to' knowledge, etc. 

First appearances of a theory are usually also interpreted this way, and 
textbooks, probiem books and guides t.o lab practices are the presentations 

5 Only those kinds of theories are considered which possess a formaL mostly mathe
matical core. 
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of a theory of this kind. Philosophical interpretations are often devoted to 
such questions, too. 

(e) Interpretations of a theory are used to form auxiliary hypotheses 
to control experiments of other theories. A theory also explains and is ex
plained b:r, interprets and is interpreted by. approximates and approximated 
by other theories. A theory is used to point out relations between the phe
nomena in its domain and phenomena in other theories' domain through 
intertheoreticai retations bet\yeen the theories in question. 

Publications ,0 other theories contain these inter-
ations of a 

theory 1S also a cOiltr! to history of science. :\ot only 
sociology of science, but 

providing background. 

cond i tions'. heuristic d~:vices. eIC .. for t he next discoveries. 
of theories deterrnine the context of disco'very for scientists 

A form to 
formulate 

Such interpretations can papers about a IW\\, 

ory initiated the at issue. papers and monographs responding to 
the problems brought up by the theory iU issue, publications in history. 
philosophy and sociology of science. and memoirs of scientists. 

An theory is used in technological and practical consid-
erations. It interacts with technology. These manifest themselves in applied 
sciences. 

A theory is used in ~his way in the context of design documentatiolls. 
ill documents of technological development projects. in patent documents, 
etc. 

A theory usualJy has interpretations which are designed for laymen, 
(cnd vvhich place the in the context of the 'laymen's knowledge'. 

:\ theory is often a part of a subject and included in university and high 
school text books. It is taught as a standard part of educational programs 
sometimes as early as in elementary school. To appreciate teaching as part 
of genuine scientific activity it is enough to point out the coincidence of the 
research staff with the staff who teaches at universities, writes the textbooks 
and writes even the best of popular scientific books6 . 

For the public a theory turns up in popular scientific books, in in
tervie\vs \\'ith scientists. It may even serve as a resource of other cultural 
productions, e.g., of science fiction and films. 

(i) Theories are interpreted for 'laymen' also in other ways. They are 
put in the context of economic environmental. sociaL and political issues. 
Theories also emerge in grant applications. 

5Two of the most distinguished scientists wrote the two recent popular science best
sellers on relativity (HA\vKI~G [1988]) and on quantum physics (PE~ROSE [1990]). 
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Interpretations of theories are lJsed in political debates to support or 
defend certain decisions pertaining to science and technology policy, or for 
the implementation of certain teclnology, or to prompt certain (e.g., envi
ronmentaily conscious) behaviour on the part of the public. 

Admittedly, publications could have been arranged in many other 
\\"ays7. but the particular classification is not decisive to my present point. 
The list is invoked to display the possible variety of markedly distinct pre
sentat.ions of a theory. The difference in the use of the theory is conceived of 
as a difference in the interpretation of the theory. A theory of interpretation 
should give an account of the different interpretations, that is, the distinct 
meaningful presentations of a theory, suggested by the (a)-(i) list above. 

It is easy to anticipate the following reaction to the (a)-(i) list of the 
interpretations of theories above. It is the cognitive (instead of historicaL 
sociaL politicaL etc.) aspects of interpretation that we are interested in. 
The empirical content should be focused on: what we have learnt about the 

of a theory. So we can ignore most of the items 
8 " 

First, \vhat is relevant to this criterion? Do 
\\'e not learn, for by historical Furtlwrmore, I think, ,xe 
UtI) also learn the phenomena, because a historical analysis can put 
the phenomena in a new perspective. All the distinct interpretations of a 

clearly involve some cognitive progress and its is hard to decide which 
knov:iedge concerns the 'world', or the 'phenomena', and which does not. I 
fear an that nanoi'; down the of 
10 its 'empirical content' would be too harsh and even expel some kind 
of empirical knowledge, Besides, there are many epistemologies many 
different selections or: list. scope of a 

be restricted 2;1 adyance on the t)!'1sis of a certaiE 
taste? 

'-[he clurnsincss of the Qcrl\"cs frorn the trial to IT1a.rry L \\"0 rHoLlyatl0ns. 

~riccl to of science take into consideration, on 

the one hand. and ho\\" I think the issue sllould be looked upon, on the other hand. In order 
to develop a socially vie\\" of theories. it \vould be desirable that of 
"theory, or its imerprd"tioI15 be classified according to their soci,,] (iLT10 cultural) 
functions. ~\ prerequisite for a classifica.t.ion of this kind is Cl detailed theory of th(; social 
(,md cultura.l) functions of scientific theories, But, unfortunately, to my best knowledge, 
[here is no such 
thesis. 

on tbe market. "nd to develop one goes beyond the scope of this 

8Philosophers urging for restriction to cognitive "spects ",vould probably select only (a) 
"nd (b) as proper instances of interpretation, 
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Thirdly, presentations are linguistic fragments. As linguistic frag
ments, they possess both descriptive and communicative functions. The 
reduction of the problem of interpretation to 'empirical content', amounts 
to ignoring the communicative functions of presentations. It would be a 
serious defect of a t of interpretation to ignore the communicative 
function. the communicative functioning of an interpretation of a the
ory is just as necessary a condition for scientific knowledge as the descriptive 
functioning of once we recognize that science is a community 
en of theories, we are also looking 
for an anSVJer one - to the question: How is it possible 
that we have such cL CJf the uses of theories? It should be clear from 




